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Abstract
This paper is telling the essentials of the story of the Hilbert Book Test Model without applying the
mathematical formulas. The paper cannot avoid the usage of mathematical terms, but these terms
will be elucidated such that mathematical novices can still understand most of the story. The Hilbert
Book Test Model is a way to investigate the part of the foundation of physical reality that cannot be
observed. This foundation is necessarily simple and it can easily be comprehended by skilled
scientists. However, this paper is targeted to readers that are not skilled in math.

1 Introduction
This paper relies on the content of “The Hilbert Book Test Model”. That paper contains all the
formulas that are filtered from this paper. In fact the formulas are no more than a very compact
piece of language. Thus this paper is intended to tell in essence the same story as “The Hilbert Book
Test Model” paper does. The reader is expected to be interested in the subject. Nobody claimed that
this is easy reading.
The paper treat numbers, but not the corresponding arithmetic. The paper does not treat differential
and integral calculus, where this requires the corresponding formulas. The paper does not treat the
reverse bra-ket method that links a category of operators to functions and to fields. The interested
reader will find these subjects treated in the paper “The Hilbert Book Test Model’ ;
http://vixra.org/abs/1603.0021 .

1.1

The author’s predestination

The interest of the author in the foundation of physical reality awakened during his physics study at
the TUE when he was for the first time confronted with quantum physics. I was astonished by the
fact that quantum mechanics was done in a completely different way than classical mechanics was
done. I asked my very wise lecturer why this difference exists. His answer was that in quantum
physics the superposition principle plays a major role. This principle states that linear combinations
of solutions of an equation that describes the movement of a quantum mechanical system are again
solutions of that same equation. I was not very happy with that answer because the superposition
principle plays indeed an important role in quantum physics, but for me it was difficult to
comprehend why this was the reason of the huge differences between the two approaches. I told
him about my concern, but he answered that this was the best answer that he could give.
I decided to perform my own research and dived into literature. After a while I encountered an at
that time recent booklet of Peter Mittelsteadt with the title “ Philosophische Probleme der
Modernen Physik” (1963). That booklet contained a chapter about “quantum logic”. After reading
this chapter I concluded that quantum logic formed a more appropriate answer to my dilemma.
Nature appeared to obey a logic that differs from classical logic, which is the logic system that we
humans use in order to reason about our environment. This fact raised my interest in quantum logic
and I studied everything what at that time was available on this structure. In 1936 quantum logic was

discovered by Garret Birkhoff and John von Neumann. In mathematics this structure is now known as
an orthomodular lattice. Lattices are relational structures. They prescribe what kind of relations can
exist within that structure. The duo called their discovery “quantum logic” because its relational
structure is quite similar to the relational structure of classical logic. Much later I discovered that
attaching this name to the orthomodular lattice was not a lucky decision.
Another curious aspect of quantum physicists also intrigued me. Quantum physicists use Hilbert
spaces as a storage medium for dynamic geometric data. Hilbert spaces are mathematical constructs
whose elements are vectors and each pair of vectors is related by an inner product. The inner
product is a number. The Hilbert space can only cope with numbers that are member of a division
ring. In a division ring all non-zero numbers own a unique inverse. Only three suitable division rings
exist. This significantly limits the possible choices. The choices consist of the real numbers, the
complex numbers and the quaternions. Thus more exotic number systems such as octonions and biquaternions are excluded from application in Hilbert spaces.
My lecturer taught me that all observable quantum physical quantities are eigenvalues of Hermitian
operators. Operators map Hilbert vectors onto other vectors or onto themselves. If the operator
maps a vector onto itself, then this vector is called eigenvector. In that case the operator attaches an
eigenvalue to this eigenvector. The eigenvalue is taken from the number system that delivered the
inner products. Hermitian operators combine Hilbert eigenvectors with real number valued
eigenvalues. Such numbers are scalars. When I looked around I saw a world that had a structure that
was configured from a three dimensional spatial domain and a one dimensional time domain. In the
quantum physics of that time, no operator represented the time domain and no operator was used
to deliver the spatial domain in a compact fashion. After some research I discovered a four
dimensional number system that could provide an appropriate normal operator with an eigenspace
that represented the full four dimensional representation of my living environment. At that moment
I had not yet heard from quaternions, but an assistant professor told me about the discovery of
Rowan Hamilton that happened more than a century earlier in 1854. Hamilton’s quaternions
appeared to be the numbers that I had rediscovered. I was astonished that quantum physics did not
apply these numbers. Instead quantum physics extensively used complex numbers. Quite probably
the reason was that complex function theory was far more mature than quaternionic function
theory. In that period, the interest in quaternionic function theory was decreasing. It was replaced by
complex function theory and differential geometry. Hardly anybody knew that Hilbert spaces prefer
quaternions above other dynamic geometric data structures.
My university, the TUE, targeted applied physics and there was not much time nor support for diving
deep into the fundamentals of quantum physics. After my study I started a career in high-tech
industry where I joined the development of image intensifying devices. There followed my
confrontation with optics and with the actual behavior of elementary particles. See: What image
intensifiers reveal.
At low dose rates and aided by these devices I never could perceive waves. What I saw were a kind of
hail storms of discrete quanta. During that part of my career, I took part in the specification of two
standards that concern the quality of the imaging process in which photons and elementary particles
play the role of information transporters. One standard concerned the Optical Transfer Function
(OTF) and its modulus, the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF). The OTF is the Fourier transform of
the Point Spread Function (PSF). This Fourier transform is the spatial spectrum of the image of a
point-like object. The other standard concerned the Detective Quantum Efficiency (DQE). This
qualifier treats the generator of the image as a stochastic Poisson process. Combined with the Point

Spread Function as a binomial attenuation process it creates a Poisson process that spreads its
efficiency over a spatial region.
In 1987 my career switched from physical research to scientific software generation. In that period
another incident strongly influenced my current insight in quantum physics. In 1995 I got the request
to advise my employer about an improved way of software generation. The costs of the generation
of complicated embedded software was growing in an uncontrollable way and would soon pass the
costs of development and construction of the hardware that must use this software. The hardware
was constructed in a modular way and that construction method was supported by a vivid and
healthy component market. This construction method was far more efficient and delivered far more
robust results than the existing software generation process. Thus, I decided to advice my employer
that software should be constructed in a similar modular way. The next few years I designed a
demonstration of the methodology and the tools that must enable this way of modular software
generation. The estimate was that in this way the efficiency of the software generation process could
be improved by several orders of magnitude. The modular construction methodology is a champion
in the reduction of the number of relevant relations that the designers and system configurators
must handle. Reducing the relational complexity appears to be the most influential and therefore the
most important issue.
This indicates that relational structures must be qualified by the measure at which their relational
complexity can be reduced. Thus the orthomodular lattice was important because its relational
structure appeared to be such that compared to a monolithic structure its relational complexity can
be reduced with several orders of magnitude. This insight stimulated me to interpret the
orthomodular lattice as part of a recipe for modular construction and not as a logical system as its
discoverers did. Above is shown that initially I made the same mistake as the discoverers did. Thus,
on second thoughts, the elements of the orthomodular lattice are modules or modular systems and
not logical propositions.
In 2001, during the splash of the dot-com bubble, the modular software generation research project
was stopped because my employer did not want to invest any longer in a long term project. Instead
he decided to transport the software generation process to low wage countries. There the software
generation landed in the same exponentially growing cost condition. Currently software is still
generated in a non-modular way. The cost is a little bit reduced by applying open source software.
This choice does not reach the targeted efficiency and robustness of the modular system generation
process.
Via this experience, I learned to see the universe as one big collection of modular systems. In
contrast to the software generation industry, physical reality appears to apply the modular design
and construction methodology. For me this leads to the most influential and most basic law of
physics. It cannot be stated in terms of a formula, because formulas tend to use numbers and the
orthomodular lattice does not support numbers. Instead the law can be stated in the form of a
commandment: “Thou shalt construct in a modular way”.
Only after my retirement I got sufficient time to dive deep into the foundations of physical reality. In
2009 I started my personal research project that in 2011 got its current name “The Hilbert Book
Model”.

1.2 The paper
This document will offer the interested reader a scientifically justified view on the foundation and
the lower level structure of physical reality. The lower levels of the structure of physical reality are

neither accessible for observation by human senses nor by advanced measuring equipment. The only
way that is left for investigating this subject is the application of mathematical test models. The
foundation and the lower levels of the structure are necessarily simple and for that reason they are
easily comprehensible for skilled scientists. However, this paper is addressed to an audience that is
not skilled in advanced mathematics. In fact, this paper will not contain mathematical formulas. Still,
a pure mathematical model will underlay this presentation. For that reason, it is impossible to
completely avoid the usage of mathematical terminology. These terms will be elucidated as much as
is possible. Dutch and not English is the native language of the author. As a consequence the
descriptions may not be optimal. Where the author fails, the reader may call the online services such
as Google and Wikipedia to the rescue.
The paper will be based on the content of “The Hilbert Book Test Model”. Aside from its foundation,
this test model will only cover a few extension levels. The model will be called “test model” because
it is principally impossible to prove the validity or invalidity of the applied model as a correct
description of the lower levels of the structure of physical reality. What is described in the test model
is not accessible for observation. Thus experimental verification is impossible. Still the reader will
recognize many structures and phenomena that were discovered via experiments.
The author uses his websites as his work pads. Matured versions are stored on the author’s e-print
archive: http://vixra.org/author/j_a_j_van_leunen . The author extensively uses the revision service
of this open access archive. None of these papers is afflicted with copyrights. The reader is kindly
invited to use the contents of the papers.

2 The foundation
The model will be based on a structure that does not yet contain numbers. Concepts such as space
and time need numbers in order to specify their value and in order to describe the way that these
values change. Thus in this lowest level of the model, notions such as time and space do not yet exist.
The structure at the lowest level is a relational structure. Only a certain kind of relations are tolerated
to exist in this structure and a set of about 25 axiomatic rules precisely define which relations and
which combinations of relations are acceptable. Many kinds of relational structures exist and the
selected foundation is only one kind of these relational structures. For that reason we give the
selected relational structure a name. We call it an “orthomodular lattice”. This is the name that
mathematicians use for this structure. In 1936 this structure was discovered by Garret Birkhoff and
John von Neumann. Garret Birkhoff was an expert in lattice theory and John von Neumann was a
very broadly oriented scientist that was highly interested in the structure of quantum physics. The
relational structure of the orthomodular lattice happens to be very similar to the relational structure
of classical logic and for that reason the duo named their discovery “quantum logic”. This was an
unlucky decision, because the orthomodular lattice has little in common with a system of logical
propositions. Still several scientists keep investigating the suitability of logical systems as foundations
of physical theories.

3 Hilbert space
The duo that discovered “quantum logic” could have known that this structure does not represent a
logical system, because in their introductory paper they showed that a substructure of a more
complicated structure showed exactly the structure of an orthomodular lattice. This more extended
structure was discovered a few decades earlier by David Hilbert and others. For that reason it was
named “Hilbert space”. The Hilbert space is a multidimensional collection of objects that are related
by what is called an inner product and it is certainly not a collection of logical propositions. Instead
the Hilbert space can be used as a storage medium for dynamic geometric data. For that reason the
Hilbert space can cope with objects that consist of a scalar and a three dimensional vector that points
to the geometric location. The scalar represents the corresponding progression instant. The elements
of the Hilbert space are called Hilbert vectors. The Hilbert vectors must be distinguished from the
dynamic geometric data that can be stored in the Hilbert space. The dynamic geometric data objects
are quaternions and together these quaternions form a number system. The inner products that
interrelate the Hilbert vectors have a value that is taken from that same number system. The Hilbert
space can only cope with number systems that are division rings. In a division ring every non-zero
element has a unique inverse. Only three suitable division rings exist. These are the real numbers,
the complex numbers and the quaternions. In the test model we select the most elaborate version of
these number systems. They cover the two other division rings. Depending on their dimension the
number systems exist in multiple versions that differ in the way that they are ordered.
Thus, from the selected relational structure follows in a straightforward way the next level of the
model as a storage medium for dynamic geometric data. As a consequence, quite early in the
development of the model, notions of time and location already enter the model in a well-defined
way. In this way, mathematics stringently restricts the manner in which the selected foundation can
be extended to a higher level of the model. Here, mathematics prevents the generation of a fantasy.

3.1 Atoms
Now let us go back to the lowest level, which was defined as an orthomodular lattice. That lattice is
an atomic lattice. Atoms are elements that are not constituted from other elements. In their
representation in the Hilbert space, the atoms of the lattice are constituted from single elements
that cannot be subdivided. These elements are called Hilbert vectors and each Hilbert vector spans a
one-dimensional subspace. Attached to this Hilbert vector belongs a single stored dynamic geometric
data element. A thing that we will call “operator” administers the combination of the Hilbert vector
and the corresponding eigenvalue. The Hilbert vector will be called the eigenvector that belongs to
the eigenvalue and the operator can combine many different eigenvalues with their own
eigenvectors. The Hilbert vectors that belong to different eigenvalues will be mutually independent.
Mutually independent means that these vectors are directed perpendicular to each other. Their
inner product equals zero. Thus N different eigenvalues correspond to an N dimensional subspace of
the Hilbert space. The separable Hilbert space is countable. This means that this space can be
spanned by a countable number of orthonormal Hilbert vectors that together act as a base of the
Hilbert space. Each of these base vectors can be labeled with a natural number. This also holds for a
an infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space. The base of the Hilbert space can also be labeled
with the help of rational numbers and these numbers can be rational quaternions. This fact is
explained by Cantor, who proved that in contrast to the set of all real numbers, all members of the
set of rational numbers can be enumerated by a natural number.

4 Modules
Again we go back to the foundation. We already claimed that the foundation is not a logic system.
This raises the question were the foundation then stands for. Based on his experience, the author
suggests that the foundation is part of a recipe for modular construction. In fact this suggests that
the most fundamental law that governs the model is the instruction to construct all discrete items in
a modular way. Modular construction is known to use its resources in a very economical fashion and
this way of system generation can significantly reduce the relational complexity of complicated
systems. It enables reuse and eases system configuration. Thus this suggestion is not an arbitrary
choice.
The evolution has proved that system configuration in the form of stochastic modular design was capable of generating
intelligent specimen. That is a nearly incredible achievement of the modular construction methodology. Its main resource
was more than thirteen billion years of design time.

The atoms of the lattice represent elementary modules and these elementary modules are
represented by a single Hilbert vector and a single dynamic geometric value. However, this choice
reduces the validity of the representation to a single progression instant and a single geometric
location. Thus, in order to achieve a more persistent elementary module, we must somewhat widen
the concept of the elementary module. On another progression instant the same elementary module
is represented by another Hilbert vector and another spatial location. After ordering of the
progression instants the elementary object appears to hop along a path and the landing locations will
form a swarm. The hopping path as well as the location swarm will now represent the point-like
elementary module. Here we assume that at the same instant an elementary module cannot
correspond to two different landing locations.

5 Coherence
In the described way a set of elementary modules will easily represent a quite chaotic model. In
contrast to this primitive model, our experience with physical reality shows a far more coherent
picture. In order to fix this, we postulate the existence of mechanisms that control the coherence of
the generated location swarms. The effect of the mechanism is that after a huge number of hops the
location swarm can be characterized by a continuous location density distribution and that in
addition this function owns a Fourier transform. This is a very stringent requirement and it is far
from straightforward, but let us see what these requirements mean. The first requirement can be
met by a stochastic process that generates the locations where the hops will land. After a while the
statistical properties of the swarm will mature such that the form of the location density distribution
will stabilize. The existence of the Fourier transform means that the swarm owns a displacement
generator such that at first approximation the swarm appears to move as one unit. Thus the swarm
follows its own path, which has its own kinematics. With other words the point-like elementary
object is now represented by a more feature-rich swarm that is generated by the dynamic hopping
dance. This dance is performed under the control of a dedicated stochastic mechanism. The fact that
having a Fourier transform corresponds to owning a displacement generator is a mathematical fact
that goes beyond the scope of this paper. It is an essential ingredient of the reasoning that is
exploited here.
A stochastic Poisson process that is combined with a binomial process, which is implemented by a
spatial spread function can generate the suggested coherence conditions. If the process produces a
normal distribution that approaches a Gaussian distribution, then a typical swarm is generated. The
location density distribution of this test swarm forms a smooth test function, which equals an error

function that is divided by its argument. See figure 1. Reality need not be exactly like this example,
but it also will not be far off.
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Figure 1. Close to the geometric center the singularities are converted in a smooth function. Further
from the center the form of the Green’s function (1/r) is retained. This Green’s function has a
singularity at is center. The test function is everywhere continuous.

The author derived his knowledge about the role of the Fourier transform from his involvement in the standardization of
the Optical Transfer Function and he derived his knowledge about the stochastic aspects of the imaging process from his
involvement in the standardization of the Detective Quantum Efficiency. Both standards qualify an important aspect of the
coherence of the of the information transfer in the imaging process. Both aspects are crucial in the objective specification
of the imaging quality of image intensifying devices. The visual trajectory of the perception of images by all vertebrates is
optimized for low dose rate imaging, where quantum noise plays an important role. Humans belong to these vertebrates.

6 Continuums
The current state of the model does not support a storage medium for continuums. In fact we
already met a continuum in the form of the description of the swarm by a location density
distribution, which is required to be a continuous function. The function describes a dynamic set of
discrete locations. Thus, these locations influence the form of the function. In essence they deform
an originally flat continuum into a curved continuum that describes the location density distribution.
The flat continuum plays the role of the parameter space of the involved function. This view can also
be reversed. The continuum which is represented by the function follows the raw location density
distribution, which on its turn is generated by the elements of the swarm. If many of such swarms
are present, then the continuum forms a kind of smooth “landscape” that represents the description
of a large series of swarms.
The infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space can store all elements of all swarms, but it has no
means to store the smooth description of these swarms. However, every infinite dimensional
separable Hilbert space owns a companion in the form of a non-separable Hilbert space, which is
capable of storing these smooth descriptions in the continuum eigenspaces of corresponding
operators. Many decades after the discovery of the separable Hilbert space, the non-separable
Hilbert spaces got a proper mathematical specification. This companion of the separable Hilbert
space is known as a Gelfand triple. Another name is rigged Hilbert space.
Paul Dirac introduced a nice method for the notation of Hilbert vectors, which is known as the braket notation. This notation gives every Hilbert vector a name and places this between a | bar and a 〉
sign. Thus the Hilbert vector with name John is indicated as |𝐽𝑜ℎ𝑛〉. The inner product that relates
vector |𝐽𝑜ℎ𝑛〉 and vector |𝑊𝑖𝑙𝑙〉 is indicated by 〈𝐽𝑜ℎ𝑛|𝑊𝑖𝑙𝑙〉. We will not go into further details, but
this notation can be applied to create relations between functions and operators and the same
continuous function can relate an operator in the separable Hilbert space to a corresponding
operator in the non-separable Hilbert space. Thus it can relate the swarms that are stored in the
separable Hilbert space with the continuous descriptors of that swarm that are stored in the nonseparable Hilbert space.
The author discovered an extension to Dirac’s bra-ket notation that allows the definition of a category of operators with the
help of functions and number systems. This extension is called the reverse bra-ket method. The reverse bra-ket method can
create natural parameter spaces from quaternionic number systems and can relate pairs of functions and their parameter
spaces with eigenspaces and eigenvectors of corresponding operators that reside in non-separable Hilbert spaces. This also
works for separable Hilbert spaces and the defining functions relate the separable Hilbert space with its non-separable
companion. The method links Hilbert space technology with function technology, differential technology and integral
technology.

This means that this methodology is capable of relating the elementary modules that represent the
atoms of the orthomodular lattice with fields that offer a smooth description of their presence.

7 Parameter spaces
Number systems can also be interpreted as flat continuums and their rational values can be
interpreted as evenly spread swarms. However, these objects are better interpreted as a kind of
functions of which the target values equal their parameter values. With other words, these objects
are parameter spaces. In the Hilbert spaces these continuums and sets are eigenspaces of so called
reference operators. The Hilbert spaces can house several of such reference operators and
corresponding parameter spaces in parallel. It is possible that a kind of such parameter spaces float
over another kind of parameter space. Different parameter spaces can differ in the way that they are
ordered. A parameter space can be ordered by selecting a particular Cartesian coordinate system. In

fact on a given spatial center it is possible to select, one of eight mutually independent Cartesian
coordinate systems. Thus the corresponding parameter spaces exist in eight symmetry flavors. A
polar coordinate system is usually specified relative to a Cartesian coordinate system. The polar
coordinates may start with the polar angle or the polar coordinate system can start with the azimuth
and each of these angles can increase or decrease. The floating polar coordinate systems will be
called symmetry centers. The symmetry flavors of symmetry centers influence the contributions that
the inhabitants of the symmetry center deliver to an integral that collects the properties of the
inhabitants. This fact attaches a symmetry related charge property to the symmetry center.
Symmetry related charges influence a symmetry related field that describes these charges.

8 Elementary modules
Elementary modules typically live on top of a selected symmetry center. The description of the raw
swarm and the description of the hopping path use the corresponding polar coordinate system. The
elementary modules perform their hopping dance within the realm of their private symmetry center.
This categorizes the elementary modules with respect to their symmetry flavor. Thus elementary
modules exists in a set of categories that differ in their symmetry flavor. In addition they can float
with the corresponding symmetry center over a background coordinate system. With respect to the
smooth description of their coherent location swarm these elementary modules act as artifacts that
deform the fields that act as the smooth description of these elementary modules.
The point-like elementary object can be caught by a detection process or another kind of conversion
process. We will use the term “detection” as a generalization of all instantaneous conversion
processes. The location density distribution describes the probability of detecting the concerned
module at the location that is represented by the local parameter value.
The mechanism that controls the coherence of the behavior of the elementary module ensures that
the location density distribution, which describes the swarm of landing locations, owns a Fourier
transform. Aside from providing a displacement generator, this fact also allows the swarm to be
represented by a wave package. Usually a moving wave package disperses. That is not the case for
this representation because the location density distribution is continuously regenerated. However,
the consequence of having a Fourier transform is that the swarm can form detection patterns in the
form of interference patterns. These interference patterns may suggest that the swarm is constituted
from a set of waves. At low dose rates the observer will never see a wave. At the utmost the
observer will see an interference pattern that is constituted by detection locations.

8.1 Path integral
A single hop represents a small displacement in configuration space and it represent a factor which is
close to unity in Fourier space. This fact is exploited by a methodology which is called “path integral”.
This method puts all multiplication factors in a sequence and since these factors are close to unity,
the multiplications can be replaced by summations of the logarithms of these factors. The result
describes the displacement of the swarm as a whole unit. The multiplication factors are more closely
representing the more stable displacement generator of the swarm and do not represent the
vigorous hops that determine the elements of the swarm. The result forms a proper qualification of
the coherence that is installed by the governing mechanism. The path integral leads to a set of
equations of motion that are equivalent to the Lagrange and Hamilton equations that are in use in
conventional physics. However, in the test model progression plays the role of proper time. In the
test model the path integral is derived from the hopping paths, while in conventional physics the
path integral is based on the mentioned equations of motion. The hopping paths are controlled by
the mechanisms that ensure dynamic coherence. The path integral is a very complicated procedure.

It can involve the symmetry related charges and the symmetry related field that will be treated in the
next section. For details the reader is kindly referred to the paper that treats “The Hilbert Book Test
Model”.
In fact the path integral is not an integral. It is an approximation method that applies a mix of additions and multiplications,
where due to the particular circumstances the multiplications compensate each other and become unit factors, such that a
summation results. The particular circumstance is that during the regeneration cycle of the swarm the displacement
generator can be considered to stay stationary. This displacement generator is the result of the fact that the stochastics
process that produces the swarm is characterized by a multidimensional characteristic function, which is the Fourier
transform of the generated location density distribution. Thus, the Hilbert Book Test Model replaces the wave function of
the elementary module by a characteristic function of the stochastic process that is used by the mechanism, which ensures
the coherence of the elementary module.

8.2 Symmetry flavors
Elementary modules live on top of symmetry centers. The symmetry centers act as spatial parameter
spaces that are ordered by a selected polar coordinate system. The center of the coordinate system
floats over a background parameter space, which is ordered by a selected Cartesian coordinate
system. Both types of parameter spaces are eigenspaces of corresponding reference operators. Apart
from their relative movement with respect to the background parameter space the symmetry
centers are static items. This part of their properties can be characterized by an anti-Hermitian
operator. Anti-Hermitian operators have imaginary and thus pure spatial eigenvalues. The polar
coordinate system is defined relative to a Cartesian coordinate system, which specifies the Cartesian
ordering of the symmetry center. This Cartesian ordering specifies the symmetry flavor of the
symmetry center. It is possible to distinguish eight independent versions of Cartesian coordinate
systems. This corresponds with the fact that due to its four dimensions, the quaternionic number
system exist in sixteen different versions. If the real part is kept fixed then still eight different
versions result. An important fact is that with respect to multiplication the quaternions exist in left
handed and right handed versions. Thus, the ordering influences the arithmetic properties of
quaternions. But the ordering has more influences. The ordering of the parameter space influences
the contribution that the symmetry center delivers to an overall integral that covers the whole
background parameter space. This influence can be estimated by encapsulating the symmetry center
by a cubic boundary that follows the directions of the applied Cartesian coordinate systems. The
influences can be expressed by factors that are determined by the number of discrepant directions.
This factor must include the sign of the direction. This results in a short list of factors: -3,-2-1,0,1,2,3.
This list corresponds to a set of symmetry related charges. The directions can be indicated with
colors. The isotropic cases -3,0,3 get neutral colors. The other values get corresponding R,G,B values.
This characterization corresponds with the charges that are attached to the elementary particles,
which are contained in the Standard Model. Electrons, positrons and neutrinos are isotropic. Quarks
are anisotropic and feature a color charge.
The charges are artifacts that influence a corresponding field that we will give the name “symmetry
related field”. The model locates the charges at the geometric center of the corresponding symmetry
centers. The elementary module that lives on top of the symmetry center inherits the symmetry
related charge of the symmetry center.
Two views are possible. One view interprets the deformation of the field as an influence that is
caused by the symmetry related charge of the symmetry center. The other view interprets the action
that the field exerts onto the elementary module, which resides on top of the symmetry center. If
multiple symmetry centers are present, then this second view can be used to explain the mutual
influences that the elementary modules pose onto each other.

The symmetry centers connect the field that describes the swarms with the field that describes the
symmetry related charges.

8.3 Quaternionic rotations and symmetry flavor switches
In multiplications, quaternions do not generally commute. This is due to the arithmetic behavior of
the imaginary part. The multiplication of two imaginary quaternions results in a quaternion that has a
real part and an imaginary part. Any of the two parts may be zero and the imaginary part is directed
perpendicular to both multiplication factors. The sign of the imaginary part of the result depends on
the handedness of the participating quaternions. This has a particular effect when the result is
subsequently multiplied with the reverse of the second quaternion. In that case the piece of the
imaginary part of the first quaternion that is perpendicular to the first quaternion gets rotated over
an angle that is twice the angle between the real and the imaginary part of the first quaternion. This
is a very complicated description that is better elucidated with a figure:
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Figure 2: Quaternionic rotation.

A special kind of quaternions have real parts that have the same size as the size of their imaginary
part. These quaternions shift the rotated part of the subject to another dimension. Thus these kind of
quaternions can shift the symmetry flavor of anisotropic elementary modules.
This behavior is quite similar to the behavior that we know from gluons in physical theories. These
gluons can switch the color charge of quarks.

9 The dynamic model
The base model is formed by an infinite dimensional separable quaternionic Hilbert space and its
non-separable companion. It is possible to construct a category of operators that use the elements of
the quaternionic number system as its eigenvalues. In the separable Hilbert space the eigenspace of
the operators must be countable. This means that the eigenvalues that constitute these eigenspaces
must be rational quaternions. If all rational quaternions of a quaternionic number system are used,
then the corresponding eigenvectors form an orthonormal base that spans the complete separable
Hilbert space. A similar procedure can be followed in the non-separable companion Hilbert space,
but there the eigenspaces of the corresponding operators are continuums and the dimension of
subspaces may lose its sense as a discriminator. The procedure shows that it is possible to embed or
map the complete separable Hilbert space inside its non-separable companion. The operators that
are constructed in this way are reference operators. The symmetry centers that are mentioned
above are eigenspaces of a special kind of reference operators. They float over a selected
background reference operator.
The swarms of the elementary modules are stored in eigenspaces of operators that reside in the
separable Hilbert space. The elementary modules live on the symmetry centers. These symmetry
centers are carriers of symmetry related charges and with their elementary module they float over a
background parameter space. The smoothed location density distributions that describe the swarm,
form part of a more extended continuum for which the background parameter space acts as a
covering parameter space. The extended continuum can be interpreted as an embedding field, but it
can as well be interpreted as a describing field. The charges are the artifacts of a second continuum
that we will indicate as the symmetry related field.
Now construct a boundary that splits the continuum eigenspace of a selected background reference
operator such that it divides the real part of the quaternionic eigenspace into two parts. The
boundary is characterized by a progression value. Let this value increase such that the boundary
moves as a function of progression. The subspace that is spanned by the corresponding Hilbert
eigenvectors moves as a vane through both Hilbert spaces.
The vane scans over both fields and this boundary can be interpreted as the present static status quo
that splits past from future.
This view introduces the concept of creation. It is possible to view the Hilbert spaces as
unchangeable items that are already completely filled with data. In this view both past and future are
completely determined. However, it is also possible to take the view that the information about the
current static status quo is created at the progression instant that is attached to the scanning vane.
This second view is used by current physical theories. From a mathematical point of view the first
interpretation is as valid. Both interpretations describe the same mathematical model. However, the
selected interpretation significantly affects the description of the mechanism that control the
coherence of the swarm, which characterizes an elementary module. Previously this description is
given in terms of a dynamic stochastic process that generates the landing locations of the hops that
constitute the swarm.

10 Fields
Fields are continuum eigenspaces of operators that reside in the non-separable Hilbert space. The
model distinguishes two basic fields.

One is the embedding field. This field describes the hopping behavior of the elementary modules. As
a consequence this field plays a role in the interaction between the location swarms that represent
the hopping elementary particles. The embedding field describes both the rational values that
constitute the background parameter space and it treats the landing locations of the hopping
elementary modules as artifacts that are taken from a discrepant parameter space, which is formed
by the symmetry center on which the elementary particle resides. In this way the embedding field
covers all of universe and this occurs always and everywhere. In this way the field acts as an ideal
transporter for information that travels in the form of vibrations of this field. Information messengers
are solutions of the differential equations, which describe the dynamic behavior of this field.
The second basic field is the symmetry related field. It describes the influences of the symmetry
related charges that characterize the symmetry centers on which the elementary modules reside.
This field relies on the nearby presence of symmetry centers that carry the charges that keep the
field in existence. This does not make this field a proper carrier of messengers that transport
information over long ranges.
The discrete players and the fields interact in a complicated way. The behavior of the fields is
governed by differential equations. Partial differential equations indicate in which direction the
changes of the fields take place. The influence of point-like artifacts is covered by first and second
order partial differential equations. In quaternionic differential calculus two different
inhomogeneous second order partial differential equations exist. One of these equations can be split
into two first order partial differential equations and the other cannot be split. It is based upon a
differential operator, which is known as d’Alembert’s operator. Both second order partial equations
also exist as homogeneous equations. These versions hold locally in the near to complete absence of
artifacts that disturb the continuity of the corresponding field. All solutions of the homogeneous
equations are also part of the solutions of the corresponding non-homogeneous second order partial
differential equations.
Both basic fields obey the same homogeneous second order partial differential equations. This fact
indicates that the difference between the two basic fields is located in the artifacts that disturb their
continuity.
The homogeneous second order partial differential equations have many different solutions that can
exist in parallel. The d’Alembert’s equation supports waves as part of its set of solutions and for that
reason this equation is called “wave equation”. In an odd number of participating spatial dimensions,
both second order partial differential equations offer solutions that keep their shape when they
travel through space. The one dimensional solutions also keep their amplitude. These solutions can
travel huge distances and still keep their integrity. The three dimensional solutions diminish their
amplitude with increasing distance from the source. The shape keeping solutions can be interpreted
as long range information carriers. These solutions are not waves. If these solutions occur in strings,
then they get many characteristics in common with waves. One of these characteristics is the
frequency of the sequence.
This part of field behavior concerns point-like artifacts, such as elementary modules and the centers
of symmetry centers. Other, more extensive artifacts are also possible. For example it is possible that
for certain regions of the background parameter space the embedding field does not exist. The field
cannot exchange information with these regions. At the border of these regions the field can still
show a coherent behavior. The inside of the region is “black”.

11 Life tubes of symmetry centers
In the dynamic model the scanning vane represents the current static status quo. It is a three
dimensional spatial region that in addition covers a single progression step. If the value of
progression is taken zero at this instant and increases in positive direction in the future part of the
Hilbert space and decreases in negative direction in the past part of the Hilbert space, then the
progression connected symmetry flavor flips at this progression instant.
The symmetry centers float on top of a background parameter space. Apart from this movement the
symmetry centers are static objects. During a certain period the symmetry center may stay in the
realm of the scanning vane. Outside of that period the symmetry center exists in the past or in the
future part of the dynamic model. Depending on the interpretation that is given to the vane the
symmetry center can be considered to be created at the “start” of the period and to be annihilated
at the end of that period. In the alternative interpretation the symmetry center just crosses the
region of the vane. In this way, the elementary module that lives on top of the symmetry center
lives/exists within a spatial tube that may cross the scanning vane.
Something special happens at the progression instants where the symmetry centers are entering the
scanning vane region and at the instants where symmetry centers are leaving the region of the
scanning vane. At these instants the elementary modules appear to split in a retarded part and an
advanced part. The two corresponding swarms appear to move in opposite directions and
accordingly they possess opposite characteristics. At the crossing instants also another phenomenon
occurs. Two messenger objects are emitted or absorbed that also proceed in mutually opposite
directions, but these messengers move in spatial directions that are perpendicular to the directions
of the elementary modules. These phenomena occur in order to preserve the integral symmetry
conditions. This integral plays a role when the fields must follow changes in the hopping behavior of
the elementary modules that is governed by the controlling mechanisms, which ensure coherence by
establishing the continuity of location density distributions of the location swarms and by ensuring
that the Fourier transform of this location density distribution exists.

12 Binding
A single point-like artifact has a rather short range effect on the describing field. This effect is
expressed by the Green’s function of the field. Coherent swarms have a much wider influence. Thus,
swarms take an essential role in the binding process. The symmetry related charges occur as isolated
point-like artifacts. Their effect is present during the full regeneration cycle of the elementary
module. In contrast the effect of a hop is only present during a single progression instant. Thus the
spread of the swarm is competing against the temporal integration of the spatially short range of the
symmetry related charge. The embedding field is always attracting while the symmetry related field
can be attracting or repelling. Besides these rather stationary effects will oscillatory movements
influence the total binding effect. These effects play important roles in modular ensembles such as
nuclei and physical atoms. The fields and the discrete elementary modules play an essential role in
these constructs.
This model does not require the presence of extra force carriers. The extra force carriers immediately
raise the dilemma of what subjects support these extra objects.

13 Lessons
Some interesting lessons can be derived from the model. At the first place the model introduces a
commandment:

“Thou shalt construct in a modular way”.
This commandment enforces the constructors to construct in a very economical way that applies as
little resource as is possible. A problem occurs when the resources are limited.
In the beginning, the evolution is controlled by pure stochastic processes. In that evolution process
increasingly complicated modular systems will be generated. This process depends on the availability
of nearby resources. As soon as in a local environment the evolution reaches a level that intelligent
species (read types) are formed, these species can take active part in the evolution process. In that
environment the stochastic modular design method turns into an intelligent design method.
After investigation of the lifeforms that he discovered at the islands in the oceans and at the beaches
of southern continents, Darwin concluded that only the fittest species can reach a longer existence in
the evolution process. A similar rule exist for the modules and modular systems. However this rule
must be extended, because the survival struggle does not so much concern the individuals. Instead, it
concerns the survival of module types and that survival is supported when the type promotes the
survival of the community of the type to which the individual belongs. This often must include the
care of the survival of the types that are used by the considered type as a resource. If a community
grows so large that its resources become endangered, then the complete community is endangered.
Thus a second commandment follows the primal commandment:

“Each individual must take care of the resources of the
community of which that individual is a member”.

